
 

 
Style-forward looks 
The new-look uvex hlmt 700 visor is lightweight and features unbeatable 
functionality. The designers at uvex have developed a visor frame that matches 

the helmet’s aerodynamic design, without compromising on field of vision. A 
Litemirror mirrored visor with built-in visor ventilation and anti-fog coating 

produce super clear vision, all day long.  
 
Just one helmet — with one visor. Gone are the days of fumbling around for your 

misplaced goggles. The latest visor helmets combine a premium ski helmet with 

premium goggles — all in one. No more losing or forgetting one element or the other. 

All your ski headgear is now in one place. And for people who wear glasses, these 

visor helmets have revolutionised winter sports. With its uvex hlmt 700 visor, uvex is 

breaking new ground in visor helmet design. The new visor frame design in particular 

sets new standards in mountain style. 

 

Full-frame visor helmet with real style 
Progressive, aerodynamic, safe — the uvex hlmt 700 visor. 

An interchangeable Litemirror mirrored lens emphasises the sleek style of this ultra-

lightweight double-inmould helmet. The frame of the visor gives it increased stability 

and creates a perfect seal around the helmet and face, so you can say goodbye to 

draughts. The 3D IAS system creates an individual fit on the head. And for maximum 

comfort, uvex’s new visor helmet flagship is also available in a uvex hlmt 700 visor V 

model with self-adjusting visor tint. The variomatic® visor automatically adapts to the 

prevailing light conditions. 

RRP uvex hlmt 700 visor: EUR 199.95  

RRP uvex hlmt 700 visor V: EUR 299.95 
 

 

 



 

About the uvex group 
The uvex group brings together three international companies under one roof: the uvex 

safety group, the uvex sports group (uvex sports and ALPINA) and Filtral. The uvex 

group is represented in 22 countries by 48 subsidiaries but opts to locate most of its 

manufacturing in Germany. Two thirds of the company's 2,800-strong workforce (as of 

December 2018) are employed in Germany. As an outfitter for numerous top athletes, 

uvex acts as a global partner for international competitive sports. It views its mission 

statement of “protecting people” as its mandate and duty. To this end, uvex develops, 

manufactures and distributes products and services for the protection of people at 

work, sport and leisure. 

 

 

 

 
For more information  

and for text and image downloads go to 
www.uvex-sports.com/presse 
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